Viscous effects on the interaction of granular particles with floating oils in water.
Light hydrophobic liquids (LHLs) can be submerged in water with granular particles by forming particle encapsulated liquid sacks. Formation and submergence of granular encapsulated LHL sacks can be an effective method for capturing and controlling the fate of floating oils. However, formation characteristics of the LHL sacks and effect of LHL viscosity on their behavior are not well understood. In this study, we examined the encapsulation characteristics of LHL sacks depending on liquid viscosity. Silicone oils with viscosities ranging from 10cSt to 1000cSt were used as the LHLs. Sand with two different particle sizes (40-100mesh and 20-30mesh) were used as the granular particles. The submerged LHL sacks were stable and remained separate from each other without collapsing or aggregating over time. They could be moved in water by sliding while keeping their encapsulation.